
GoSpeech Enterprise

Automatic speech recognition  
for the police



What is GoSpeech?
After an interrogation, you face the challenging task of transcri-
bing the content quickly and accurately to create your official 
transcript. With GoSpeech, this task has never been easier! Our ad-
vanced transcription software accurately converts audio or video 
recordings of interrogations, interviews, wiretaps or seized voice 
messages into text. Using the latest artificial intelligence, different 
speakers are reliably recognised and punctuation is automatically 
added. This enables your investigators and employees to process 
the text efficiently - whether for creating reports or creating a 
searchable archive.

Grundig Business Systems has been a leader in the field of voice 
recording and speech recognition for 70 years. We understand 
the special importance of flexibility, data protection and cost 
efficiency for police and investigative authorities. That‘s why 
we have developed GoSpeech Enterprise specifically for your 
requirements.

Features

  Independent recognition of different speakers and dialects 

  Automatic transcription and subtitling in various languages 

  Conversion of all common file formats 

  Location and device-independent access 

  Possibility of collaborative work with rights restrictions 

  Comprehensive editor functions 

  Comprehensive keyword search function 

 
Discover the optimal solution for all your requirements: Go-
Speech Enterprise offers you the perfect solution - whether you 
need to transcribe long recordings, archive them over a long 
period of time or make GoSpeech available to a large number 
of employees. Our Enterprise solutions not only offer you all 
the functions of GoSpeech, but also unlimited storage capaci-
ty. This means that even longer recordings can be stored and 
searched over an extended period of time. In addition, we allow 
you to create an unlimited number of user accounts so you can 
seamlessly integrate your entire team into GoSpeech. The ma-
nagement of these accounts is supported by our user-friendly 
admin tool.
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Our Enterprise variants

    Cloud

We enable you to set up your own GoSpeech service in the 
cloud, without the need for your own IT or server struc-
ture. Thanks to this solution, your users can easily access 
the service via the internet. We place particular emphasis 
on data security and data protection by hosting your data 
exclusively on German servers. 

This gives you the certainty that your information is mana-
ged in a reliable and secure environment. With our cloud-
based GoSpeech service, you get an efficient and secure 
solution that fully meets your needs. 

On-Premises

Our service includes the professional installation of your 
customised GoSpeech system in your own IT infrastruc-
ture. You will need a dedicated server and in-house IT 
expertise to ensure optimum performance. But don‘t worry, 
we‘ll support you every step of the way.

Thanks to this solution, your authorised users can access 
the GoSpeech service via the secure intranet. All your 
valuable data is stored exclusively internally and never 
leaves your protected IT infrastructure. This guarantees 
the highest possible data security and ensures that your 
information remains confidential.

Enterprise - Advantages

   Absolute data sovereignty 

   Favourable hourly price 

   No user limitations 

   Role management and administration tool 

   Premium support 

   Automated billing based on volume 

   Employee training and process consulting
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GoSpeech is a product of


